CORE AND CAPSTONE COURSES

Two courses fulfill the Core requirement:
- GPCO 401 - Microeconomics for Policy and Management
- GPCO 481 - Politics of International and National Policy Making

One course fulfills the Capstone requirement:
- GPCO 483 - Workshop on Policy Issues in the Pacific Rim

CAREER TRACK

Three courses fulfill the Career Track requirement. At least two of the following courses must be selected:
- GPEC 453 - Sustainable Development
- GPEC 458 - International Environmental Policy and Politics
- GPEC 488 - Environmental and Regulatory Economics

If a student selects only two of the courses listed above, the third course must be chosen from the list of Electives.

ELECTIVES

Four courses fulfill the Electives requirement. At least two of the following courses must be selected:
- GPEC 489 - The Economics of Nonmarket Valuation
- GPPS 428 - The Politics of Energy and Environmental Regulation
- GPIM 457 - Cost-Benefit Analysis
- GPEC 418 - Green Technology
- GPPS 473 - Political Economy of Energy in Asia

REGIONAL ELECTIVES

Two courses fulfill the Regional Electives requirement. At least one of the following courses must be selected:
- GPPA 467 - Chinese Environmental and Energy Policy
- GPPA 472 - Latin American Environmental and Energy Policy

The second course may be selected from any of the regions below.

China
- GPPS 403 - Chinese Security, Technology and Innovation
- GPPS 404 - Chinese Politics
- GPPS 405 - U.S.-China Relations
- GPIM 461 - Doing Business in China
- GPPA 467 - Chinese Environmental and Energy Policy
- GPEC 486 - Economic and Social Development of China

Korea
- GPPS 408 - Korean Security
- GPPS 484 - Korean Politics

Latin America
- GPEC 409 - Economic Policy in Latin America
- GPPS 454 - Current Issues in U.S.-Latin American Relations
- GPPA 472 - Latin American Environmental and Energy Policy

Latin America
- GPEC 409 - Economic Policy in Latin America
- GPPS 454 - Current Issues in U.S.-Latin American Relations
- GPPA 472 - Latin American Environmental and Energy Policy

Southeast Asia
- GPEC 462 - Southeast Asian Economics
- GPPS 463 - Politics of Southeast Asia

Course schedules are published on a quarterly basis and are subject to change without notice. Some courses that can be applied to meet requirements may not be offered in a given academic quarter or academic year. This is not to be used for actual advising purposes, rather sample class listings.